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Abstract:  Fusion power plants could be part of a future portfolio of non-carbon dioxide

producing energy supplies such as wind, solar, biomass, advanced fission power and

fossil energy with carbon dioxide sequestration.  In this paper, we discuss key issues that

could impact fusion energy deployment during the last half of this century.  These

include geographic issues such as resource availability, scale issues, energy storage

requirements and waste issues.  The resource needs and waste production associated with

fusion deployment in the U.S. should not pose serious problems.  One important feature

of fusion power is the fact that a fusion power plant should be locatable within most local

or regional electrical distribution systems.  For this reason fusion power plants should not

increase the burden of long distance power transmission to our distribution system.  In

contrast to fusion power, regional factors could play an important role in the deployment

of renewable resources such as wind, solar and biomass or fossil energy with CO2

sequestration.  We examine the role of these regional factors and their implications for

fusion power deployment.

I. INTRODUCTION

The need for alternate energy sources has become universally recognized. During the

next century fossil fuel resources will probably be sufficient to satisfy world energy

needs, however, the non-uniform geographic distribution of these resources creates

security and balance of payments problems and often leads to increased and fluctuating

costs.  In addition air pollution from fossil fuel combustion is an increasing and



expensive problem.  The increase in carbon dioxide in the atmosphere from combustion

of fossil fuels is receiving increased attention as a global problem.

The future deployment of new clean energy sources will clearly be in the form of a

portfolio of technologies that could include wind, solar, biomass, fossil energy with

carbon dioxide sequestration, advanced fission power and fusion. In this paper, we

discuss key issues that could impact fusion energy deployment during the last half of this

century, focussing on goals for viable fusion power, and regional and geographic issues

such as resource availability.

Regional issues could be important for understanding fusion’s future role, as compared to

other options. It is likely that each energy supply technology would be implemented in

regions that make best use of its respective strengths.   For example wind power will tend

to be deployed in regions with strong and constant winds and solar power will tend to be

deployed in regions with high average solar exposure.  Fossil energy complexes with CO2

capture and sequestration will be favored in areas with low cost fossil feedstocks and

nearby disposal sites for CO2.

Renewable energy sources such as wind, solar and biomass tend to exhibit a cost per unit

of energy that depends on the level of deployment in a given region (referred to in this

paper as nonlinearity). This nonlinearity is related to the amount of resources available in

a given region, to the temporal variability of energy sources such as wind and solar, and

to the type of demand.  These factors can play an important role in determining the mix

of technologies deployed in a given region.

To illustrate non-linearity, consider biomass. Biomass wastes in the agricultural or forest

products industries are very low cost feedstocks, but are available only at certain sites and

are limited in quantity. Energy crops could be more widely available, but cost more.

Eventually land use constraints limit the amount of locally available biomass.  It is costly

to transport biomass long distances, so local biomass feedstocks are preferred for energy

production.  As the level of biomass use increases in a certain area, biomass feedstocks

and biomass energy tend to become progressively more costly.

As discussed below, fusion should be relatively insensitive to the level of deployment,

and to the geographical location, making it potentially attractive in most regions.



II. FUSION GOALS AND CHARACTERISTICS

To compare fusion to other energy sources it is important to list the relevant

characteristics of the fusion reactor.  Since we have not completed fusion development

these characteristics can only be listed as goals.

Before widespread deployment, fusion must be developed as a baseload power source

with high availability, and costs competitive with other low carbon emitting energy

supplies.   The breeding of tritium fuel must be at a level to support the deployment of

new reactors without deployment rate limitations.

An important goal for fusion development is a commercial reactor that will not produce

significant quantities of waste requiring long-term storage. Long-term waste storage is

one of the most significant problems facing fission deployment.

Proliferation issues must be addressed for fusion, although this should prove to be much

less of an issue than for fission (see below).

Fusion (and fission) power production will clearly be in the form of large baseload

central power complexes with the associated production and transmission infrastructure.

The regions that will be conducive to implementing fusion power systems will feature

high population densities and large population centers.

It should be possible to site fusion reactors very near or within any power distribution

system. In addition, fusion should be deployable at any level within a geographic area

without increasing energy costs, at least for reactors in the 1 GW range or less  (At

electric power plant sizes > 1 GW, there are some modest system costs for back-up power

and transmission and distribution, Sheffield [1].) For these reasons, fusion should be

considered a universally available large-scale energy source.

If fusion meets its development goals it should not present safety and long term waste

storage problems and should be robust relative to proliferation and terrorist issues.  The

primary factor that will impact fusion deployment is whether it can be developed (and

how long it will take) to meet its goals and the capital cost of the developed reactor.



III. ENERGY OPTIONS

 Future electric power systems will be a combination of energy options, optimized for the

location being considered.  In this section we discuss what characteristics make a location

suitable or “fertile” for a given option, and compare fusion to other options. While most

options have a significant geographic dependence and non-linearity, these are not

important factors for fusion.   If fusion meets its development goals it should be

deployable as a baseload power technology within, or near, any power distribution

system without regard to the number of other fusion reactors in the system. In the

remainder of this section we discuss the important attributes of various future energy

options, that will impact their deployment, and compare each option to fusion.

Fission Power Deployment

Fission is an established option with a solid database to support deployment decisions.

The primary issues facing fission today are safety, waste and proliferation.  If these issues

can be addressed through technical development, to the satisfaction of the public and the

associated political system, without significant added costs then fission power will be a

very competitive and deployable option.  The reason for developing fusion along side

fission is the uncertainty that this goal can be realized.  Fusion is relatively robust to

proliferation risk since fissile material would not be present without detectable

clandestine actions.  Proliferation issues related to tritium and weapons science are

judged (particularly for MFE) to be less threatening.

Wind Power Deployment

Wind power is a growing fraction of the world energy supply.  Like fission, it is an

option with an extensive database drawn from installed systems.  In addition, there is a

growing database on the availability of wind power sites for future development.  The

issue for future wind power deployment is the extent that wind variability and geographic

limitations will place significant limitations on the level of deployment.

It is often stated that energy storage, with associated additional cost, can be integrated

with a wind system to alleviate the problems with wind variability.  However, energy

storage should not be associated only with the wind component of the system.  The

storage system will in general store energy during periods of reduced demand (at night)

and supply energy during periods of peak demand (during the afternoon). The source of

stored energy will come from elements of the distribution system that have low fuel costs



(e.g. wind, fusion).  The energy storage can be readily charged irrespective of the

existence of the wind farm.  During periods of peak demand all systems will be called to

provide power according to their capability (including the energy storage, wind and

fusion). The point is that energy storage is a system wide element and will benefit the

economics of other low fuel cost elements (fusion and wind).

Solar Power Deployment

Like wind power, there is a considerable base of experience with solar electric

technologies, and ongoing rapid development. The competitiveness of solar power

depends on the local source intensity, which varies strongly with location, on the type of

demand and on future cost reductions in solar technologies. The solar resource is well

matched to meeting peak electric demands, which tend to occur in the middle of hot

summer days when there is abundant sunshine.  Going beyond this level of deployment

(e.g. using solar electricity for off-peak power) requires electric storage, which increases

the cost of electricity. A recent study by Kelly and Weinberg [2] suggests that up to 15-

30% of electric power might be supplied by intermittent renewables (solar and wind) for

a California utility’s load profiles.

Carbon Capture and Sequestration

Recently, it has been proposed that carbon dioxide could be captured, during production

of electricity or fuels from fossil sources, and securely stored (or sequestered) where it

cannot reach the atmosphere. Carbon sequestration could enable continued use of fossil

energy, with near-zero emissions of carbon to the atmosphere.

Technologies exist for capturing carbon dioxide from power plants and fuel production

processes (either from flue gases or from intermediate steps in chemical processes).

Systems for transporting and injecting CO2 underground have been developed in the oil

industry, where CO2 is sometimes injected into oil fields to enhance oil recovery.

Demonstration projects are underway in Norway and Canada to sequester CO2 in

underground geological formations.

Significantly reducing carbon emissions from the energy system would require huge

carbon storage capacity. Oil or gas reservoirs are attractive as storage sites for CO2,

having proven ability to store gas for long periods of time.  However, they are relatively

small compared to carbon flows in the energy system, and are clustered in oil and gas

producing regions.  Deep saline aquifers are widely distributed geographically, and are



potentially a much larger resource, but not all aquifers could provide secure CO2 storage

for many thousands of years. Current estimates of total underground geological carbon

storage capacity are uncertain, but if mid-range estimates are correct, secure underground

storage could, take up all the carbon from fossil energy use for hundreds of years. The

deep ocean is another potentially huge storage site, although concerns have been raised

about the possible environmental effects of CO2 injection in the ocean.

Like fusion plants, fossil energy complexes with CO2 sequestration would be large,

baseload plants that could produce both electricity and fuels (hydrogen), and could be

sited in most places in the world. Fossil energy complexes with CO2 capture will be

similar in scale to coal-fired power plants today (about 1 GW of electrical capacity).  The

main geographic constraints will be the availability of low cost fossil fuel feedstocks and

the proximity to suitable disposal sites for CO2 such as deep saline aquifers or depleted

oil or gas fields.  In the United States, most fossil energy plants are close to potential sites

for sequestration. Above a certain level of deployment, nearby reservoirs might be filled

and more distant sequestration sites might be required. However, the cost of pipeline

transmission per unit of CO2 decreases with higher flow rates, so overall, there might be

relatively little non-linearity.

IV. ROLE OF HYDROGEN

Currently, direct combustion of fuels for transportation and heating accounts for over 2/3

of global primary energy consumption, and a majority of emissions of air pollutants and

greenhouse gases.  Many see hydrogen as a possible low polluting replacement for

current fuels, hydrogen being a complementary energy carrier to electricity in a future

energy system with near zero emissions of greenhouse gases and pollutants.

Hydrogen as a Future Transportation Fuel

Of the many alternative vehicles and fuels that have been proposed, hydrogen used in

fuel cell vehicles appears to offer the lowest full fuel cycle (or “well-to-wheels”)

emissions of pollutants and greenhouse gases.  Moreover, hydrogen can be made from a

variety of widely available primary energy sources including fossil fuels, biomass, solar,

wind and nuclear power. Hydrogen vehicles and fuel cells are undergoing rapid

development worldwide, and being demonstrated in fleet operations. Most major

automakers have developed experimental fuel cell cars, with several planning to

commercialize within the next 5 years.



Role for Hydrogen from Off-peak Power

Hydrogen could be produced at competitive costs via water electrolysis, if off-peak

electrical power were available at very low costs (1 cents/kWh).  (Off-peak is defined as

those hours where the utility system electrical demand is low, generally at night.)

Hydrogen from off-peak power could make small, but locally significant contributions to

serving future global hydrogen demand.  Globally, direct fuel use for transportation and

heating accounts for over twice as much primary energy consumption as electric

generation. Thus, electrolytic hydrogen from off-peak power could meet only a small

fraction of total fuel demand, and globally other hydrogen sources would be needed,

Williams [3], if hydrogen became a major fuel.  A recent study by Sheffield [1] indicated

that hydrogen produced from off-peak fusion power might become competitive with

other low-carbon sources of hydrogen (e.g. hydrogen from decarbonized fossil sources or

renewables), if fusion meets all its performance and cost goals, and if on-peak power

from the fusion plant could be sold at 6-8 cents/kWh.  Hydrogen from dedicated fusion

powered electrolysis plants was too costly to compete with thermochemical hydrogen

production.  Fusion’s contribution to off-peak power might be used to make hydrogen

fuel.  However, most hydrogen would come from other sources, such as decarbonized

fossil fuels or renewables where these are available

Regional Issues and Long Distance Transport of Hydrogen

Like electricity, hydrogen is an energy carrier that can be produced from a variety of

primary sources at a range of scales.  The best hydrogen supply is regionally specific,

depending on the locally available resources, and the level and type of demand.  At large

energy flow rates, hydrogen can be transported long distances via high pressure gas

pipelines at modest cost, but ocean transport is problematic, as hydrogen must be

liquefied for shipping in tankers incurring both high costs and large energy penalties. It is

likely that hydrogen energy supplies will be regional, more similar to today’s electricity

system than to current oil supply. Options like fusion, which have few geographic

limitations, will become more competitive for locations that are geographically removed

particularly from sources of renewable or decarbonized fossil energy.



V. CONCLUSIONS

If fusion successfully meets cost and performance goals, it can be regarded as a

universally available large-scale baseload power source that could be sited almost

anywhere. The competitiveness of fusion with other long term zero carbon options like

wind, solar, biomass, and decarbonized fossil fuels is strongly dependent on location, due

primarily to the geographic dependence of alternate options.  In a similar manner, fusion

competitiveness is connected with the relatively strong dependence of the cost of

electricity for alternate options on their level of deployment. The role energy storage is

more related to optimizing the energy supply system to meet peak demand than it is to

alleviate problems with individual source variability. Fusion’s contribution to off-peak

power might be used to make hydrogen fuel at competitive costs.  However, most

hydrogen would come from other sources, if hydrogen becomes a major energy carrier.
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